2013-2014 WOTP Mentoring Day 2 – Participant Feedback
Number of Respondents:
Consultants: 3
Teachers: 19
Overall: 22
Average Years of Experience:
Consultants: 3.67
Teachers: 3.0
Overall: 3.09
Is this your first time at a WOTP Mentoring Day activity?
Yes: 3
No: 19
Do you plan to attend the next WOTP Mentoring Day activity?
Yes: 18
No:
Unsure: 4

2013-2014 WOTP Mentoring Day 2

Participant Evaluation of Activities
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COMMENTS:

 Loved the teacher resources and their "insider information".
 Thank you! Mini-Presentations: by teachers for teachers, was great and
very useful for the classroom.
 I really enjoyed talking to the students and I liked the tour. I enjoyed the
discussion tables. I hope to have answers to our questions.
 Scavenger Hunt: FUN! I had fun working with my group during the
different activities, despite the fact that these ladies do not follow rules ;)
Daniels presentation on using the newspaper was great! - Stefan
 Scavenger Hunt: FUN! Time to bond with other teachers. Great day
and tour with students around the school!! So nice to discuss issues
related to WOTP from other teachers! (boards).
 Scavenger Hunt: FUN! Really enjoyed the tour and seeing how other
schools are organized. Very motivating.
 The people are nice! We are lucky.
 Well organized! Thanks Marsha and Co.
 Daniel was extremely informative - more of these presentations would be
helpful
 Scavenger Hunt: Fun! Got -----(can't read the word) team. Didn't read
my answers! Daniel Vansons presentation was particularly great - lots of
practical hands-on ideas using a very convenient and available resource.
Also - Tara Wheeler re Science Workbook.
 I really enjoyed the discussion tables and the mini presentations (by
teachers for teachers). Overall - really well done!
 Tour: Great to see. Scavenger Hunt: fun. So good to share and hear
other peoples opinion and struggles or triumphs.
 More mini-presentations - maybe next meeting at a CFER site?
 Scavenger Hunt: "not really helpful" * but fun!
 I enjoy the lesson plans/resources shared.
 Very well done, better this session than last.
 Mini-presentations: Some were great! Others needed a bit more
organization. Discussions Tables: discussions went well.
 I really enjoyed the day - lots to learn. Very practical!
 I enjoyed the discussion tables. Teachers were very explicative and
cooperative

